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THE FORMULATION OF THE POPULAR CODDLED-CAMPUS CRITIQUE IS QUESTABLE. NOT ONLY ARE SOME OF ITS CLAIMS DEBATABLE—AS IF THERE WERE A WAY TO CONFIDENTLY DIVIDE THE PARTS OF THE THOUGHT PROCESS THAT ARE EMOTIONAL FROM WHAT IS PROPERLY INTELLECTUAL—BUT ITS CHARACTERIZATION OF CAMPUSES DOESN’T SEEM TO ALIGN WITH OUR REALITY. WE DON’T FEEL THE PRESSURE OF SOME GAG ORDER THAT PREVENTS US FROM TALKING ABOUT IDEAS THAT CHALLENGE OUR PSYCHES. IN FACT, WE TALK ABOUT TRUMP AD NAUSEAM. THE CLINTONITE CONSSENSUS AND SHOCK OF THE ELECTORAL RESULT WEREN’T A PRODUCT OF AN ECHO CHAMBER WHEREIN NO ALTERNATIVE VIEWPOINTS ARE DISCUSSED. CRITICS LIKE TO ASSERT THAT NEW ACADeMY HAS CAUSED US TO RETREAT INWARD FROM OPPOSING VIEWS, BUT, IF ANYTHING, I THINK OUR ACADEMIC TOOLS ENCOURAGE MORE BIPARTISAN UNDERSTANDING. BY LEARNING TO SEE THE INFLUENCE EXERTED BY SOCIAL AND HISTORICAL FORCES, WE HAVE A MUCH MORE EMPATHETIC UNDERSTANDING OF TRUMP SUPPORTERS THAN WE MIGHT OTHERWISE. BEYOND THE FRUSTRATION WITH THE NEW REGIME AND ITS POLITICAL AGENDA, MUCH OF THE CONVERSATION IN THE WAKE OF THE ELECTION HAS Sought TO UNDERSTAND THE FACTORS BEHIND TRUMP’S SUPPORT AND WHERE HIS SUPPORTERS ARE COMING FROM.

BUT I DO THINK THE ELECTION HAS EXPOSED A DIFFERENT TYPE OF CODDLING ON OUR CAMPUS. ANOTHER CRITIQUE, WILLIAM DEREWIECZ’S “DON’T SEND YOUR KID TO THE IVY LEAGUE,” SEEMS TO GET IT RIGHT. HIS ESSAY TAKES AIM AT AN INCREASINGLY TECHNOCRATIC ECONOMY THAT HAS Dictated THE LOGIC OF OUR EDUCATION. AS THE JOB MARKET IN THE UNITED STATES SKews TOWARD FEWER, HIGH-SKILLED POSITIONS, AND ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY AND THE THREAT OF CRISIS CHALLENGE US ALL, PEOPLE ARE PRESSURED TO VIEW THEIR EDUCATION IN TERMS OF RETURN ON INVESTMENT. EDUCATION, FROM AN EARLY AGE, BECOMES CONCERNED WITH ACQUIRING CREDENTIALS TO ENSURE A SECURE POSITION IN THE NEXT STAGE. THE ADMISSIONS STANDARDS AT ULTRA-COMPETITIVE UNIVERSITIES LIKE HARVARD, DEREWIECZ ARGUES, ALL BUT GUARANTEE THEY ACCEPT STUDENTS WHOSE CHILDHOODS WERE RAT RACES.

AS ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS BECOME LENGTHIER AND MORE SPECIFIC, OUR CAMPUS BECOMES FILLED WITH STUDENTS WHO ARE DIFFERENT IN MANY WAYS, BUT SIMILAR IN ONE. WE ARE, BY AND LARGE, RULE COMPLIANT AND RISK AVERSE. BECAUSE OF THE EXHAUSTING AMOUNT OF CREDENTIALING REQUIRED FOR ADMISSION TO A UNIVERSITY LIKE HARVARD, SECURING OUR SPOT ON CAMPUS IS ESSENTIALLY PREDICATED ON OUR CAREFULNESS. IF WE’RE CODDLED, IT’S NOT BECAUSE WE’VE BEEN ENCOURAGED TO THINK TOO EMOTIONALLY, BUT RATHER THAT THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM HAS DISCOURAGED US FROM TAKING RISKS THAT MIGHT COMPICATE A CLEAR NEXT STEP.

MY EDUCATION HAS BEEN INTELLECTUALLY RIGOROUS, TEACHING ME TO CRITICIZE MY WORLD DELIBERATELY AND FORCEFULLY, WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY ENCOURAGING ME ALWAYS TO MAKE CAREFUL DECISIONS THAT ENSURE MY SECURITY. I’VE BEEN PROMPTED TO THINK THAT THE WORLD WE’VE MADE ISN’T GOOD ENOUGH FOR THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN IT, BUT ALSO THAT I SHOULD HESITATE TO ACT. TO BE CONCERNED ABOUT THE STATE OF SOCIETY, BUT ALWAYS TO THINK, ULTIMATELY, ABOUT MYSELF AND MY NEXT STEP. RADICAL CRITIQUES OF SOCIETY RUN ALL OVER MY SYLLABI, BUT NEVER A WORKSHOP ON EFFECTIVE POLITICAL ORGANIZING.

IF THERE’S SOMETHING BOTHERSOME ABOUT MY EDUCATION, IT’S THAT IT HAS PROMOTED A GULF BETWEEN MY THOUGHT AND ACTION. THE ELECTION HAS ONLY PUT THAT GULF IN SHARPER RELIEF. AS MANY OF MY PEERS AND I CONTINUE TO REEL FROM A SHOCK THAT HAS CHALLENGED OUR NOTIONS OF THE REALITY OF OUR COUNTRY AND GLOBAL POLITICS, THERE’S NOW PRESSURE ON US TO RECOGNIZE OUR THOUGHT-ACTION GULF AND FIGURE OUT HOW WE WANT TO DEAL WITH IT. IT SEEMS LIKE THE TRUE TEST OF INTELLECTUAL CODDLING ON OUR CAMPUS WOULDN’T BE TO SEE WHETHER UNSETTLED STUDENTS ARE WILLING TO HAVE INTELLECTUALLY RIGOROUS CONVERSATIONS ABOUT THE WORLD—WE’RE ALREADY HAVING THEM—but to see if we’re fit to do something about our shock and outrage. THE WAVE OF MY FRIENDS WHO ATTENDED WOMEN’S MARCHES AROUND THE COUNTRY FOLLOWING THE PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATION MAKES ME THINK WE’RE BECOMING FIRMER IN OUR POLITICS AND THAT WE’RE STEPPING TOWARD ACTION. ONCE THE DECISIONS TO TRY TO MAKE CHANGES WE BELIEVE IN BECOME MORE TAXING FOR US, AND RISKIER—LIKE TAKING A DIFFERENT CAREER PATH OR DEDICATING MORE TIME TO POLITICAL ACTION—PERHAPS WE’LL REALLY SEE JUST HOW CODDLED WE ARE.

Berta Greenwald Ledecky Undergraduate Fellow
Matthew Browne ’17 is a social-studies concentrator.

SPRITS

A “PLAYERS’ COACH”

Ted Minnis makes Harvard an East Coast power in a West Coast sport.

WHEN THE FINAL BUZZER SOUNDed LAST NOVEMBER in the game that won the Harvard men’s water-polo team its first conference championship—and clinched a spot in the NCAA tournament (another first), where the Crimson would go all the way to the Final Four—there was a giant, jubilant pile-up in the pool. Every player jumped in, splashing and hugging and laughing and cheering. At poolside stood their coach, Ted Minnis, who had arrived at Harvard in 2010 with this very moment in mind. And with plans to build an East Coast powerhouse in this West Coast sport.

It is an uphill aspiration. In the east, Brown and Princeton are perennially strong, but Harvard had for decades labored in disappointment and futility; in the two seasons before Minnis came, the team won a total of 12 games—while losing 29. Back then, Minnis was a club-team coach in California, and although he often sent players on to the Ivy League, it was almost never to
Harvard. When he accepted the Crimson job, he didn't move right away; first he called a Harvard equipment manager and asked him to send out a couple of shirts with the University crest. Minnis wore them every day for weeks at national competitions. “I’d go home and wash them and put them back on,” he says. “I just wanted to get the Harvard name out there. Like, ‘Hey, we have a water-polo program here. It’s going to be pretty viable, and we’d love for you to start thinking about us.’” That fall, he arrived in Cambridge and moved his stuff into the small cinderblock coach’s office atop the Blodgett Pool bleachers, with windows overlooking the water.

Tall and genial, with big round glasses and an almost bashful smile, Harvard’s winningest water-polo coach is an unlikely figure on campus, not just as a Californian who hadn’t been east much before he moved here, or as an African American in a mostly white sport. Until he took the Harvard job, Minnis had never coached (or played) college water polo. Here, he leads both the men’s and women’s teams: the men play during fall semester, the women during the spring (the 2017 schedule got under way in early February, as this magazine went to press). Both teams draw heavily from the West Coast’s deep well of talent; 11 of 16 men and 10 of 14 women on the current rosters hail from California. And while the men’s 2016 season was historic—they finished with a best-ever 27-7 record—the women have also gained strength, rising steadily if not yet as spectacularly. For the first time, the women have completed back-to-back 20-win seasons, and last year’s 22-10 record was the best finish since 2004. It earned Minnis a coach-of-the-year award from the conference’s northern division, and Yoshi Andersen ’16 became the first player in program history to win all-conference honors all four years.

Minnis calls himself a “players’ coach,” and his players call him that, too. Practices are tailored around lab schedules (“We have a lot of science concentrators on our teams,” Minnis explains), and he often eats with students in their dining halls and Houses. “Ted’s the reason a lot of guys are here,” says men’s co-captain Joey Colton ’17. Fifth-year senior Noah Harrison, a leading scorer who finished his Harvard career with 287 goals and 244 steals, succumbed to mono-nucleosis at the start of his junior year; he decided to take the whole season off and tack on an extra year of school (his major is molecular and cellular biology) so that he could play four full seasons with Minnis and the rest of the team. “I just really wanted to come back,” he says.

Minnis’s first love was basketball. Twenty-five years ago, that’s what he would have guessed he’d be coaching now. Water polo was something he picked up after eighth grade because a friend’s dad had played. Minnis was looking for a sport...
to occupy the school year’s non-basketball months, and he was a swimmer, so he tried water polo. And discovered he was good at it.

The path to coaching, and to Harvard, was a little more circuitous. Minnis never graduated from high school. At 19, he became a father, and at 20 he earned a GED. A little less than a year later, his former PE teacher hired him to coach water polo at his old high school, Menlo-Atherton, near Palo Alto. “I still thank her every time I see her,” he says. The school paid him $2,000 for that season, and, Minnis says with a grin, “They let me volunteer as the JV basketball coach.” He stayed there seven years, working at a meat company in San Jose to earn his living. “I’d go to work at 2 o’clock in the morning so that I would be able to get off in time to coach my high-school team,” he recalls. When his son was in fourth grade, Minnis and the boy’s mother split up and his son came to live with him full time. “We stayed in this little studio apartment,” he says. By then, water polo had won out over basketball and Minnis was coaching multiple teams, not only high school (including an independent all-girls school whose players he placed in Ivy League programs) but also youth and high-school club teams. At the same time, he was working toward his college degree, which he earned from San Jose State in 2005, when he was 35 years old. Then he started looking toward coaching jobs in college programs. “I always said if I ever got an interview, I was going to talk them into giving me the job,” he says, grinning again. “And this was the first interview I got.”

“What’s next? More championships, he hopes. “The main goal” all fall, he says, was to “win conference and bring the first championship to Blodgett Pool and hang the banner.” Now the goal is more of the same.

—LYDIALYLE GIBSON